
Connectivity Blueprint
A high level set of instructions and details that demonstrates

how to properly deploy a large public venue system.

DESCRIPTION

A Connectivity Blueprint is the vital 
component to any successful, high level 
technical deployment.
As with any sort of build, in the physical 
world or the digital, a blueprint will set 
the engineers and architects on proper 
course for a strong build. So is the 
case with our Connectivity Blueprint. 
It is the precursor to an actual 
implementation. 

“Never break ground until you have 
proper plans laid before you”

RESOURCES
The Connectivity Blueprint will be 
conducted and created by our highly 
skilled engineers. Each member is an 
expert in their own discipline.

• Network Administration and Security
• WLAN - Wireless Local Area Network
• Large Public Venue Specialists

In addition to proper team members, 
enterprise-grade equipment will 
accompany the team on their endeavor.

“Tools in the hands of professionals 
yield desirable results”

First, our team of individuals will 
inspect, analyze, document, and 
prepare your Connectivity Blueprint.

Next, our engineers will assemble 
the data for the remaining team 
to decipher. The team will begin 
the process of delineating the 
information into a digestible format. 
This format will be the main driver in 
the implementation of our solution. 
Data, photographs, bits and bytes, 
and technical specifications are all 
components derived from the analysis.

Lastly, the culmination of the 
inspection, coupled with team 
collaboration will result in a single 
document to guide the long-term 
successful deployment.

The true value of the Connectivity 
Blueprint is that the information and 
final deliverable document is specific to 
your venue. This document will serve as 
a guide stone for your technical team 
and organization.

SCOPE
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